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During the first half of this century
there were still no essential changes to
be seen in paper, board and pulp dry-
er machines. Therefore there were no
great novelties available in machine
felts, either. Nothing but different
woollen felts were used.

It was not before in the 50's that
there was some progress in the techni-
cal development, because now they built
large and fast machines. The paper
industry made more demands and the
felt makers had to meet these require-
ments. This was the start of the enor-
mous development in the felt industry,
which has not come to an end thus
far.

At first various chemicals were emplo-
yed for the impregnation of felts and
at the same time more and more syn-
thetic fibres were used in woollen
felts. Already due to these measures
the running results of felts were im
proved remarkably. At first the syn-
thetic content was 20-50% nowadays
the new types are all synthetic.

The introduction of the needling me-
thod was of great consequence to the
further development of felts. The pro-
duction capacity of needled felts is in-
creasing from year to year, whereas
conventional felts are loosing some of
their significance.

Due to the stable synthetic fibres and
new production methods it has been
possible to increase the life of press
felts to a considerable degree. In the
dryer section there has been a steadi-
ly increasing transition to mesh dryers,
which also denotes progress.

In this lecture I should like tQ tell you
about our new felt qualities and
their use in different positions. Let
us start with felts for pulp dryers.

Sample 1

The quality code of this felt is 41Vd-
28. It is 100% synthetic and weighs
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approximately 1400 g/sq. m. The felt
is made of twisted yarns in plain wea-
ve. The synthetic fibres are of Poly-
amide. The felts are impregnated with
synthetic resin, which makes them more
stable and durable. Impregnated fib-
res will not be so easily compressed as
untreated fibres. Heatsetting makes
the felts stable in dimensions.

The quality 41Vd-28 is mostly used in
the 1st and 2nd suction presses of pulp
dryer machines, sometimes also in plain
presses. The running time is approxi-
mately &0-90 days depending on run-
ning conditions.

Sample 2

The quality code of this press fell for
pulp dryer machines is TAMBAT. This
is a needled, 100% synthetic felt, the
base weave of which is made of multi-
filament Polyester fibres. The weight
of the base is approx. 450 g/sq. m. On
this base there is needled about 550 g.
Polyamide per sq. m. so that the
weight of the felt will be increased to
1000 g/sq. m.

This felt will guarantee an "even sur-
face of the pulp web. Rough fibres on
the upper side ensure an unobstructed
permeability and the non-compressible
base weave prevents the web from brea-
king at the press. The water will be
removed from this kind of felts through
suction.

In our opinion the felts must be needl-
ed on both sides for two reasons: f'irst
of all, to keep the rubber covered rolls
from wearing and secondly to increase
the suction power in the suction boxes.

Despite of the fact that this is a rela-
tively new quality, excellent results
have been obtained in some sulphate
mills, where this felt has run in the 1st
press. The running times have been
even 3 months.

Let us now discuss the felt types for
paper and board machines.
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Sample II

Here you see a weftless felt type, the
quality code of which is TAMVENT.
The word wefdess means that there
are only very few crosswise yarns in
this felt, i.e. just enough to keep the
base weave together. Some felt mak-
ers use in the manufacture such weft
yarns that dissolve during the finish-
ing thus disappearing. This material
can, however, stay ill the- felt and re-
sult in clogging up the felt. We are
using some weft in our felts to make
them more steady and durable.

The water removal is very good. It has
been noted, that when this felt has been
used, the dry material content has in-
creased by some percent, for example
from 38 % to 42 % . This all synthetic
quality can be supplied in different
weights starting from 750 g/sq. m. In
general the felt weighs 1,000-1,100 gl
sq. m.

TAMVENT felts are used on large fast
running newsprint, kraft paper and
board machines and with very good
results. As an example there can be
mentioned a newsprint machine on
which a T AMVENT felt ran in the
pick-up-press for 60 days the machine
speed being 700-750 m/min. In ano-
ther newsprint machine a TAMVENT
felt ran as a transfer felt for 150 days.
In this case the felt was running
through two presses whereat the strain
was very heavy. The felt had to be
taken off because of a damage. The!
machine speed here was about 600 m/
min., which indicates that this felt is
mechanically very strong.

Sample 4

Also batt-on-mesh felts are run in the
presses. The quaEty code of these felts
is TAMBAT. The structure of this felt
very much resembles that of the felt
sample 2. The difference between
these felts is the fact that the surface
fibres of T AM BAT are finer. This felt
is used in various presses. Since it is
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all synthetic it is mechancally very
strong which guarantees a long running
time. This felt as also all the other
100% synthetic felts can be washed
with a 5-10% caustic soda solution.

Here I have described some press felt
types, which are gaining more and
more popularity. It is difficult to say
which one of these types, TAMBAT or
TAMVENT will conquer the market. It
depends. as is known, on the prevailing
running conditions. The experiments
take stin a lot of time and therefore
the direction of the development can-
not be said for sure yet.

My personnel opinion is that TAMVENT
felts will gain still more foothold and
their use will increase. In the near fu-
ture Ntseless press felts are likely to
come on the market. They are extre-
mely suitable e.g. for grooved rolls.
Now I should like to tell you some-
thing about the felts for the dryer sec-
tion.

Earlier only woollen felts were run in
the dryer section, then there was a
change to cotton felts, and recently va-
rious open synthetic fabrics have been
taken into use. It is typical of these
fabrics that they are light and there-
fore easy to install on the machine. A
great advantage is also the fact that
when these dryer screens are used the
felt dryers become unnecessary and
thus there will be some saving in steam.
In this way it has been possible to in-
crease the drying capacity of some old
machines, while the felt dryers have
been used as drying cylinders.

Only in the first group of the dryer
section there are woollen or cotton felts
or needled all synthetic dryer felts. Dry-
er screens are often supplied equipped
with a clipper seam, but they can also
be equipped with a hand-made seam
which, however, requires plenty of
time: two people need one hour for 1.5
cm. Naturally also the price of this
seam is high.

Let us begin with the first group of
the dryer section.

Sample 5

The quality code of the new dryer
felt for this group is TAMDRI. It is a
100% synthetic, needled felt. The base
weave is made of polyester monofila-
ment. On this base there is a needled
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surface layer of polyester. The weight
of the felt is approx. 1100 g/sq. m., but
it can be increased if necessary. Due
to its small weight TAMDRI is easy to
install on the machine. The felt has a
good permeability and a non-marking
surface. The raw material makes the
felt durable and gives it dimensional
stability.

In the mills where this quality has
been used, they have obtained good
running results. In 1970 before Christ-
mas a new board making paper mach-
ine started-up in Finland with TAMDRI
dryer felts in the 1st top and bottom
dryer groups.

According to some opmions the wool-
len and cotton felts in the first groups
will be replaced with this felt type.

Sample.

As the running conditions e.g. on kraft
paper machines are very severe, the
hydrolysis of dryer felts cannot be
avoided. Due to this the dryer screen
gradually becomes unfit for use. That
is why the running times are short,
sometimes only a couple of months.
Our dryer screen TAMPER 100 is de-
signed just for these difficult running
conditions. TAMPER 100 is made of
very durable materials: the warp thread
is of asbestos, acrylic and aromatic po-
lyamide fibres, which are very heat re-
sistant. The weft yarns contain asbes-
tos and acrylic fibres. The weight of
the felt is 1400 g/sq. m. This dryer
screen suits very well particularly
kraft paper and kraftliner machines, or
if special heat resistance is required.

Sample 7

We have been making mesh dryers for
some some years now. The sample is
of our TAMFIL mesh dryer, which is
made of polyester. Its weight is 1200
g/sq. m. In general TAMFIL is sup-
plied equipped with a clipper seam, but
it can also be equipped with a hand-
made seam. The clipper wire is very
firm; it has operated perfectly for 670
days on a paper machine running 700
m/min.

These mesh dryers are mechanically
very strong. From our experience du-
ring several years we can state that
the average running time of these
mesh dryers is 1-5 years. On some
fast running newsprint machines run-

ning times of even 2-5 years have been
obtained.

When the paper web is dried in the
dryer section, the edges are over dried.
The middle of the web is therefore
much more humid than the edges. Our
research department was working with
this problem and came to the follow-
ing conclusion:

To correct the moisture profile of the
paper web with the TAMFIL mesh dry-
er it should be made so that the edges
are denser than the middle part. If
the air permeability in the middle is
e.g. 4000 m3/m2 h, the permeability can
be gradually reduced so that at the
edges it is 1000 m3/m2 h. We call this
kind of mesh dryer TAMFIL Special.
With TAMFIL Special the moisture pro-
file of the paper web can be made
more uniform.

It is clear that one mesh dryer is not
enough, but there must be fore of them.
In the first groups there usually is
some kind of dryer felt. If several
TAMFIL Special mesh dryers are used
in the following groups, the desired ef-
fect is obtained. Due to the even mois-
ture profile also, paper rolls are more
uniform and the amount of eventual
waste decreases.

On fast-running paper machines, e.g. on
newsprint machines it has been noted
that the edges start to flutter as soon
as the speed of 600 m/min. is reached.
This edge flutter is due to the flow of
air. The edge flutter can be reduced
by TAMFIL Special, and in some cases
it has been totally eliminated. Also
the paper web runs mort smoothly and
the number of the breaks due to edge
flutter is decreased.

In order to know the way of graduat-
ing the permeability in a mesh dryer
it is important that the moisture pro-
file in question is available. In addi-
tion to that, the speed of the machine,
the paper quality, and the relative hu-
midity of the air blown off must be
known.

We have supplied various mills with
TAMFIL Special already for some years
with good results. The earlier men-
tioned difficulties with large machines
have been overcome through the use of
TAMFIL Special. There has also been a
slight increase in the capacity of some
old machines.
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Our TAMFIL Special has been patented
in many countries.

Sample 8

This is a sample of our TAMFAB mesh
dryer, which differs from TAMFIL in
that it has been made of multifilament
fibres. The raw material is polyester.
In the crosswise direction every other
yarn is of monofilament to make the
crosswise stability as high as possible.
TAMFAB is not, it is true, so much
used as TAMFIL, but the obtained run-
ning results are very convincing. The
multifilament yarns in the lengthwise
direction are elastic and they are well
adaptable to older machines the guide
rolls of which are not big and the felt

guiding devices of which are weak.
Also TAMFAB mesh dryer can be made
denser at the edges.
In this lecture I have been treating our
new press felt and dryer screen qu-
alities. We are naturally all the time
developing new types, some of which
are already at an experimental stage.
Yet it is too early to say anything
about them, because no final results are
available.

It seems to me that the enterprising
spirit of the felt makers is diminish-
ing as far as new products are con-
cerned, and that the main stress is laid
on the improvement of the qualities.
This serves as a benefit both for the
customer and the supplier. Some time
ago there were so many new felt types
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put on the market that the customers
found it difficult to make their choice
between the different qualities.

At the moment it looks as though the
wef'tless felt type would become a ge-
nerally used felt. This felt can be used
for every paper quality and every press
type, because the fineness of the length-
wise fibres, the total weight, or the qu-
ality of the surface fibres can always
be changed according to the need. Of
course there are also exceptions.

Finally it can be mentioned that there
will be plenty of time saved for the
paper maker on the grounds that felt
installations are less frequent because
of longer running times. This too, in-
dicates that the felt makers are by no
means behind in the development.

Offering Full Range
DIRECT AND ACID DYES

OPTICAL WHITENERS
FOR

PAPER INDUSTRY

CHEMIEQUIP PRIVATE LTO.
306, Green House, Green Street,

Fort, Bombay-l.

Factory:

Ambernath (C. Rly.),
Dist. Thana.

Branch Omces:

Ahmedabad, Amritsar,
Calcutta, Delhi, Erode, & Surat.
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